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The furniture and design world have a new notifica-
tion. Tagged is the new brand name of the former 
de-code, the modern furniture construction com-
pany which has entered dynamically in the sector 
with the creation of innovative furniture that distin-
guishes for its special style. Advanced technology 
meets long experience at the handmade construc-
tions leading to the design effect.

Always with respect to human, nature and raw ma-
terials, innovative products are designed which are 
able to star into the international markets as well as 
to prevail among the strongest companies. In order 

to accomplish the specific goal, tagged has formed 
cooperation relations with designers who point out 
the excellence of handmade constructions, the con-
tinuity of design, material quality and the usability of 
minimal aesthetics.

Tagged products are pieces of furniture which match 
with the interior design world of your most private 
space, your home. This world helps you to get in 
touch with  others, spend hours having fun indoors, 
get yourself away due to relaxing moments of read-
ing and learning. Tagged products connect people to 
their home thus leading them to fulfillment.

Tagged as
“you’ve been tagged”.
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c u s t o m - m a d e
Tagged

Tagged listens to you. The company takes your needs into great account 
thus being able to manufacture furniture that meets your initial concept. 
Thanks to the high production abilities of the company, the custom-made 
products comply with the quality and functionality standards of Tagged 
along with the clients’ demands.
The specialized team prepares a sample of the type of furniture you have 
in mind and in continuation, they proceed to any changes indicated by you. 
In this way, the products are lead to the final result.
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Once you come in, empty your mind of any complex thoughts or worries. 
Your private space reflects your mind. Hide all unnecessary objects and leave 
the surfaces free to “breath”. Harmony and balance for the mind and eyes.

Y o u r  h o m e
i s  y o u r  s h e l t e r .
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S i d e b o a r d s
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LINE TALL SIDEBOARD LICU01

Designed by the Tagged Team; the Line Tall is 
a modern clean cut sideboard with a light airy 
feel. The large flap located on the top folds 
down. Inside this fold down flap is a mirror in 
the back with a clear glass shelf. An automatic 
light turns on inside above the mirror and turns 
off once the flap has been closed. Below is a 
large drawer with individual separators.  There 
are two other large drawers underneath, each 
with a soft close mechanism. The hovering base 
is light, sturdy, and metal.  This type of base cre-
ates the illusion that this or any piece with this 
base is floating in the air.
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LINE TALL
SIDEBOARD LICU01

Flap Door Detail

The flap door works with the pull 
system along with the slowing 
mechanism that follows for an easy 
opening.  There is also on each side 
of the flap door safety structures in-
stalled for a basic drop.
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LINE SIDEBOARD LISI2301

Line 232 has two pairs of doors with a shelf and 
a hidden drawer located inside each door.
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LINE
SIDEBOARD LISI2301

Designed by Tagged, Line 232 is a clean cut modern 
sideboard. This sideboard has two large pairs of 
doors adjacent to each other.  The first pair of doors 
obtains a wooden shelf while the other pair of doors 
has a hidden drawer with separators located inside.  
The hovering base is light, sturdy, and metal. You 
can choose and update the sideboard from a variety 
of selections and dimensions.
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LINE SIDEBOARD LISI1802

Designed by Tagged, Line 180 One is a clean 
cut modern sideboard. It has one large cabinet 
along with three drawers located on the other 
side. The large cabinet contains a wooden shelf, 
optimal for placing any objects desired inside. 
One of the three drawers obtains separators for 
your convenience while the two other drawers 
are deep and vast for the ideal convenience.  
The hovering base is light, sturdy, and metal.
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LEVEL
SIDEBOARD LESI2301

Designed by Tagged Level 234 One is a unique 
modern refined sideboard.  This sideboard op-
tion has two large boxes with cabinet doors.   
Shelves are inside each cabinet located on the 
outer sides with a soft-close mechanism.   The 
middle box has one small drawer with separa-
tors and a large deep drawer below. The next 
middle box has a flap door with a glass shelf in-
side. The flap door has works with a pull mech-
anism. The base is light, sturdy, and metal.
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You may choose within a variety of four selec-
tions from boxes to doors, flap doors, drawers. 
This modern sideboard is designed for your 
own personal detail. Each box has a variety of 
whichever you desire such as shelves, drawers, 
flap doors etc.
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LEVEL
SIDEBOARD LESI2301

This all wood sideboard has four boxes.  Each 
box contains different designs such as doors, 
flap door, drawer box, and 2 drawers. 
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LEVEL
SIDEBOARD LESI1702

Designed by Tagged, Level 180 One is a clean cut 
modern three box sideboard.  Each box has an 
option of choices and dimensions that you may 
choose to your liking. Each door and drawer has 
the 45 degree cut, allowing for an easy open-
ing.  Other options include lacquered doors, flap 
door, drawers, or shelves. The hovering base is 
light, sturdy, and metal.
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LEVEL TALL
SIDEBOARD LECU1101

Designed by Tagged, Level Tall Sideboard ONE 
is a modern clean cut sideboard with four boxes 
horizontally and longitudinally designed.  This 
sideboard option contains two pull doors with a 
45 degree cut for an easy to open mechanism 
The other two boxes contain a flap door with a 
glass shelve inside and the other box has wood-
en shelves inside. The hovering base is light 
sturdy and metal.

Level Tall Sideboard contains four boxes with a 
variety of choices and preferences.
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Spend some relaxing and fun time with your beloved ones. Join all to-
gether in the living-room to play games, watch movies, listen to music. 
Your house becomes the best place to be.
Why not?

E n t e r t a i n m e n t
r e t u r n s  h o m e
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T V  S e t s
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LINE TV UNIT LITV2301
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LINE TV UNIT LITV2301

Designed by Tagged, Line TV Unit 234 is a light, 
thin and clean cut design TV unit.  This modern 
and clean cut piece comes with two petite door 
options with a deep drawer on the outer sides 
of the unit.  Inside this TV unit there is one long 
drawer with pull system and one pocket opening. 
The hovering base is light, sturdy, and metal. 
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Designed by Tagged, Line TV Unit 180 One is a 
light, thin and clean cut TV unit design. This TV 
unit comes with two doors located on the left, 
opening with the pull system. On the right of the 
TV unit there is a small pocket for any DVD or 
movie device and a thin drawer located under-
neath; working with the pull system.  The hover-
ing base is light, sturdy, and metal.

LINE TV UNIT LITV1802
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LEVEL TV UNIT LETV2301

Designed by Tagged, Level TV Unit 234 is an ele-
gant, modern TV unit design. This design comes 
with four boxes that are interchangeable with a 
variety of choices and designs as well as colors, 
creating a picturesque imagine. The hovering 
base is light, sturdy, and metal.

This Level TV Unit 234 design comes with four 
boxes.  There are two doors located on the outer 
sides of the TV Unit.  In the middle one box ob-
tains a drawer with the pull mechanism.  The 
next box has a flap door with a large storage 
space inside.
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LEVEL TV UNIT LETV2301
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LEVEL TV UNIT LETV1701

Designed by Tagged this Level 180 TV Unit is an 
all wood design.  Level 180 TV Unit comes with 
two door boxes and two drawer boxes.  All four 
boxes are interchangeable, similar to the Level 
TV Unit 234 but smaller and more compact. The 
hovering base is light, sturdy, and metal.
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Your sitting-room reflects the inner part of you. It needs to be arranged 
and in perfect order. Wall systems are the ideal solution for managing 
your space and have everything set up.

K e e p  e v e r y t h i n g
i n  o r d e r
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B o o k c a s e s
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MODULE

Designed by Tagged, Module is a large spacious modern yet simple bookcase which can adjust to 
any space. There is a large variety of columns and shelves made for a boundless look.  It is inter-
changeable in dimensions allowing it to have a personalized look. Not only can it be used as a book 
case, but its size allows it to be used as a room separator as well. For more practical use doors and 
flap doors can be added anywhere inside the bookcase.

The Module includes flap doors allowing for practical storage space and seclusion within the bookcase.
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Dinner time is when a family reconnects and communicates about their 
daily lives. The Mediterranean temperament is apparent during this proce-
dure; people laugh, speak loudly and have fun while eating and this is way 
of interconnecting. 

G a t h e r i n g  a r o u n d  t h e 
d i n n i n g  t a b l e  i s  a  r i t u a l
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D i n i n g  T a b l e s
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FUSION DINING TABLE
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FUSION DINING TABLE

Designed by the Decode Team, Fusion is a mod-
ern and elegant dining table. This all wood dining 
table is long in size including a curved finish for 
the edges.  The all wood base shows a polished 
refinement as well as a sturdy reliable comple-
tion. It can be produced in an assortment of wood, 
sizes, and colors.

This fusion dining table is designed with a walnut 
top and a walnut wooden base.
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BRACE DINING TABLE

Designed by Tagged, this Brace dining table is a modern well-
designed minimal table. The minimal designs allows for this 
piece to go along with any style house as well as all of our 
sideboard collections. The base is made up of the classic four 
legs however their placement is modern in design. Exten-
sions are made available if desired by 85 CM allowing for a 
more comfortable larger dinner party.

The Brace dining table legs are placed on the outer edges in 
order to have a more spacious and comfy dining experience.
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Having a cup of coffee at the ease of your home, tends to become a 
luxury. Feel free to pamper yourselves!

C o u c h ' s  m o s t
i n t i m a t e  p a r t n e r
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C o f f e e  T a b l e s
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COMBO COFFEE 
TABLES

Designed by Tagged, the Combo coffee tables 
have a 1970’s design with a modern twist.  The 
two piece set are designed in all wood and each 
piece contains two levels of wooden boards. The 
top is rounded out and elegantly connecting the 
bottom with rounded out table legs. The bot-
tom or second board is squared out creating a 
unique design.

The Combo coffee table can fit into any space 
as well as any style house with its modern yet 
minimal design.
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NOOK COFFEE TABLE
Designed by Tagged, the Nook coffee table set is made up of three pieces for a more comfortable par-
lor. The Nook’s mobility and placement allow for your parlor and lounge space to become your own 
personalized area. Their base design is metal contrasting beautifully with their wooden top. They are 
available in a variety of wood and lacquer. 

The Nook’s design is metal based with a lacquered or plain wooded top.  Each coffee table has a 
rounded out finish.
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Beauty of a space is hidden in the details. It is the small things that make 
the difference. Mirrors and side tables provide personality and style to 
your sitting-room while they play a substantial role to the overall setting.

D e t a i l s  m a k e  a  s p a c e  u n i q u e
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C om p l em e n t a r y
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RYAN DESK

Designed by Tagged, the Ryan Desk is a simple 
yet elegant desk with a strong but light wooden 
base. It occupies a minimal amount of space and 
can fit anywhere making it an accommodating 
workspace. The Ryan Desk has a small drawer 
located in the front working with the soft close 
and pull system.  A special top flap door is located 
in the back with individual separators.  Inside this 
flap door is also a place for your plug or phone 
charger. The Ryan Desk is best accompanied by 
any wall décor as seen in the photo.

The Ryan Desk is made from all wood and can be 
designed in a variety of woods or lacquer.   
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7004

Dust Grey
Grigio Segnale
Signal Grau

7047

Agate Grey
Grigio Agata
Achat Grau

1003

Yellow Safran
Giallo Segnale
Signal Gelb

1012

Yellow Moon
Giallo Limone
Zitronen Gelb

7013

Forest
Grigio Brunastro
Braun Grau

6007

Moss Green
Verde Bottiglia
Flaschen Grün

6021

Pale Green
Verde Pallido
Blass Grün

7022

Grey Mountain
Grigio
Graphit Grau

6013

Reed Green
Verde Canna
Schilf Grün

1019

Grey Beize
Beige Grigiastro
Grau Beige

Colour Guide- Laquers
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Grey Oak Black Oil Cigar

Brown Oak Natural Oak

Colour Guide - Wood Finishes

Wenge

Rustik OakPickled Oak

LatteNatural Walnut
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